The identification of the factors that enable normally folded proteins to remain in their soluble and functional states is crucial for a comprehensive understanding of any biological system. We have determined a series of energy landscapes of the acylphosphatase from Drosophila melanogaster under a variety of conditions by combining NMR measurements with restrained molecular dynamics simulations. We thus analyzed the differences in the structures, dynamics, and energy surfaces of the protein in its soluble state or in situations where it aggregates through conformational states that have native-like structure, folding stability, and enzymatic activity. The study identifies the nature of the energy barriers that under normal physiological conditions prevent the protein ensemble from populating dangerous aggregation-prone states. We found that such states, although similar to the native conformation, have altered surface charge distribution, alternative topologies of the β-sheet region, and modified solvent exposure of hydrophobic surfaces and aggregation-prone regions of the sequence. The identified barriers allow the protein to undergo functional dynamics while remaining soluble and without a significant risk of misfolding and aggregation into nonfunctional and potentially toxic species.
T he majority of proteins have evolved to adopt distinctive and well-defined functional states under physiological conditions, either as monomers or as complexes. The structures corresponding to these states are encoded in the sequence as is the crucial ability of the molecules to remain soluble within the crowded cellular environment (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . It is increasingly evident, however, that even under physiological conditions the aggregated states of proteins, such as the highly ordered amyloid form, can be thermodynamically more stable than native states (6) (7) (8) , indicating that kinetic factors are of key importance in enabling protein homeostasis to be maintained (1, (9) (10) (11) .
Proteins in vivo only rarely convert into aberrant aggregated states, such as those associated with pathological conditions such as Alzheimer's disease and type II diabetes, despite their inherent tendency to do so in vitro (5) . It is thus clear that all living systems rely on a large variety of regulatory mechanisms, such as molecular chaperones (12, 13) and quality control processes, which act to inhibit aggregation (14, 15) and for triggering the degradation of partially unfolded proteins (16) . But the primary mechanism of maintaining functional and soluble states of proteins is encoded in the sequence and involves the existence of intrinsic energy barriers that prevent the conversion into an aggregation-prone state (1, 5, 17) . It is for these barriers that the majority of proteins are able to avoid aggregation under normal physiological conditions despite considerable evidence that show that amyloid formation in vitro is a common characteristic of normally folded proteins (10, 18) .
In the present study, we used a combination of NMR experiments and molecular dynamics simulations to identify the characteristic features of the free energy landscapes that enable the majority of the proteins to avoid aggregation under physiological conditions. We chose for this scope the acylphosphatase from Drosophila melanogaster (AcPDro2) because this is a particularly well-suited system for investigating the molecular strategies used by living systems for the maintenance of protein solubility. AcPDro2 in its native state is a globular and monomeric protein with a structure consisting of five β-strands (S1-S5), which form a single β-sheet, and two α-helices (H1 and H2) that lie adjacent to this α-sheet. The importance that subtle intrinsic factors play in enabling this protein to remain soluble is clearly shown by the fact that a very low concentration (5% vol∕vol) of trifluoroethanol (TFE) is sufficient to induce rapid formation of amyloid fibrils, although the protein still populates a highly native-like conformational ensemble before aggregation occurs (19) . Indeed, under these conditions, the hydrodynamic radius, intrinsic fluorescence, secondary structure content, and enzymatic activity of AcPDro2 in its monomeric state are indistinguishable with those of the protein in the absence of TFE, where the propensity of AcPDro2 to aggregate is extremely low (19) . Moreover, within experimental error, AcPDro2 has the same thermodynamic stability (i.e., the same free energy of unfolding, ΔG U-F ) in the presence and in the absence of 5% (vol∕vol) TFE as determined using urea-induced denaturation at equilibrium (19) . The similar thermodynamic stabilities in 0% and 5% (vol∕vol) TFE originate from the fact that the folding and unfolding rates are accelerated to similar extents following the addition of 5% (vol∕vol) TFE (19) . By contrast to AcPDro2, most folded proteins aggregate in the presence of much higher concentrations of TFE (15-30%) where a significant portion of the molecules are unfolded or strongly destabilized.
In the present study, we have explored the factors that enable AcPDro2 in its native state to remain soluble for long periods of time under some conditions but to aggregate rapidly under others. We have therefore determined the structural ensembles and free energy surfaces under a series of different conditions by combining NMR data from relaxation and H/D exchange experiments, with statistical mechanics techniques based on restrained molecular dynamics simulations. Analysis of these energy surfaces has enabled us to define a series of specific structural and dynamical factors along with the energy barriers that enable the protein to maintain its functional native state.
Results
Assignment and Analysis of NMR Spectra. All NMR measurements were carried out at 298 K and pH 4.0. This pH is close to that used in the determination of the AcPDro2 crystal structure (pH 4.5, ref. 20) , and under these conditions all protein states of interest in this study, including those in 5% TFE, are stable in solution for a sufficient time to enable the relevant NMR experiments to be performed prior to aggregation. We checked by electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry that under these conditions the H/D exchange of AcPDro2 occurs in an EX2 regime, which ensures that the exchange data provide a measure of the local equilibrium constant between "open" (solvent-accessible) and "closed" (solvent-inaccessible) states of the protein amide groups (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) . Experiments were carried out in either 30 mM acetate buffer or 30 mM phosphate buffer and in the presence or absence of 5% (vol∕vol) TFE. These conditions are denoted A (acetate buffer and 0% TFE), B (acetate buffer and 5% TFE), C (phosphate buffer and 0% TFE), and D (phosphate buffer and 5% TFE). In the case of phosphate buffer solutions, a phosphate ion is bound to the enzyme active site (26) .
Assignments of the NMR spectra were made in 30 mM phosphate buffer (condition C) by means of triple resonance experiments [HNCA, CBCA(CO)NH, HNCACB, HNCO, HN(CA) CO, and 15 N-total correlation spectroscopy-heteronuclear single quantum coherence (TOCSY-HSQC) spectra]. The analysis of the spectra, following the procedure described in ref. 27 , resulted in the identification of main-chain resonances ( 1 H α , 13 C α , 13 C β , 13 C 0 , 15 N, 1 HN) for 88 out of 101 residues (Fig. S1A) . Most of the unassigned residues are in loop regions of the protein, although some are in helices H1 and H2 and strand S1 (Fig. S1A) . Assignments in the 1 H-15 N-HSQC spectra in acetate buffer (condition A) were then derived by recording spectra at different concentrations of phosphate ions, such that the chemical shifts of the peaks could be correlated with those under condition C. Similarly, assignments of 1 H-15 N-HSQC spectra in the presence of 5% TFE were derived from the respective spectra in the absence of TFE. The 1 H-15 N-HSQC spectra of the ligand-free state (condition A) contain a smaller number (72) of resolved peaks than the spectra of the phosphate-bound state (condition C). The peaks that are not detected in the ligand-free state are mainly located in the ligand-binding pocket and in regions spatially close to it (Fig. S1B) , and they are likely to be affected by exchange broadening resulting from the greater flexibility and disorder of these regions of the ligand-free state of the protein. It is worth noting that conditions A and B resulted in the same number of assigned main-chain resonances.
NMR Measurements of AcPDro2
Under Conditions A to D. In order to begin to probe the differences between the solution conformations of AcPDro2 in the soluble or aggregation-prone states, we examined the chemical shift values in the spectra under conditions A and B (Fig. 1A) . The analysis indicates small but significant changes for residues W42, N45, S85, I87, Q88, and I100 (from strands S2, S4, and S5), residues H32, R36, and L62 (from helices H1 and H2), and residues R47 and T96 (from loop regions).
In addition to measurements of chemical shifts, the exchange rate constants k obs of the backbone amide hydrogens were determined for 59 residues under condition A (Fig. 1B) by direct observation of the decay in the intensities of peaks in the 1 H-15 N-HSQC spectra as a function of time after dilution into deuterated buffer. In the case of the remaining amides, the hydrogens of 13 residues exchanged effectively completely prior to acquisition of the first 1 H-15 N HSQC spectrum, preventing the determination of exchange rate constants k obs from the fitting of the decay curves of the 1 H-15 N HSQC signals. For some of these residues, however, the rate constants k obs could be estimated from phasemodulated clean chemical exchange (CLEANEX-PM, ref. 28) experiments (see Materials and Methods and Fig. S2 ). These values of k obs allowed the amide hydrogen protection factors to be determined for eight residues located at the disordered N terminus of the protein (residues A2, G3, S4, G5, V6) and in the loop between strands S2 and S3 (residues T46, R47, and D48). Under condition B, 58 k obs values could be measured by following the decays of 1 H-15 N-HSQC spectra, whereas 14 amide protons exchanged prior to acquisition of the first spectrum (Fig. 1B) . Similar to condition A, k obs rate constants of eight backbone amides (residues A2, G3, S4, G5, V6, T46, R47, and D48) could be obtained by the CLEANEX-PM method.
Many of the protection factors are essentially unchanged in the aggregation-prone and resistant states but some clusters of residues show a higher degree of protection in the aggregation-resistant state (condition A) than in the aggregation-prone state (condition B, Fig. 1B and Figs. S3 and S4). These clusters include amide protons of residues G41, C43, N45, D99, and I101, with major reductions in the protections for residues C43 and D99 whose interactions represent the core of the network of H bonding at the interface between strands S2 and S5; this result indicates that the interface between these two strands is stabilized under conditions where the protein is aggregation resistant (Figs. S3B, and Fig. S4 for the decay profiles). Higher protection factors in the absence of 5% TFE are also found for residues clustered in helix H1 (residues 34-7) and in helix H2 (residues N61 and L62), albeit to a lesser extent (Figs. S3A, and Fig. S4 for the decay profiles). The lack of changes for the majority of the amide protection factors is consistent with previous measurements that revealed no significant differences in the folding stability in the presence or absence of 5% (vol∕vol) TFE (19) .
By following the decays of-HSQC spectra in the phosphatebound state (conditions C and D), k obs values for 72 residues could be determined; in addition, amides of 16 residues were found to exchange prior to acquisition of the first spectrum, none of which was detectable in CLEANEX-PM experiments at mixing times up to 25 ms (Fig. S2B) . The protection factors calculated from the 72 k obs values measured for the phosphate-bound condition C (Fig. 1C) are on average approximately 4 kJ∕mol higher than those measured under the ligand-free condition A (Fig. 1B) . Moreover, for the phosphate-bound state, protection factors measured in 0% and 5% TFE are virtually identical, a result that correlates with the finding that phosphate binding induces resistance to aggregation such that the protein is no longer prone to amyloid formation even in 5% (vol∕vol) TFE.
Energy Landscapes of AcPDro2. The exchange protection factors discussed above were then used as the basis for generating ensembles of structures of AcPDro2 under the four sets of conditions studied in this work. This approach combines experimental NMR data and molecular dynamics simulations in order to obtain detailed conformational descriptions that incorporate both structural and dynamical information (29) (30) (31) (32) ; this is achieved by performing restrained molecular dynamics simulations that enforce a pseudoenergy term in such a way as to maximize the agreement between experimental data and the NMR observables back-calculated from the ensembles of structures (33) . Such a procedure assists conformational sampling and ensures that an enhanced representation of the solution state free energies is generated (29) . Because the present restrained samplings enforce NMR observables (i.e., H/D exchange protection factors) that reflect fluctuations occurring in the millisecond timescale (and beyond) (21) (22) (23) (24) , the resulting structural ensembles are particularly valuable for describing backbone dynamics relevant to the processes of protein folding and misfolding, which are those that affect the maintenance of protein solubility and are governed by events that typically occur in these timescales (34, 35) .
The ensembles generated from the NMR data recorded under the different conditions were analyzed by defining structural parameters that provide independent measures of the key conformational features of the various states of the protein. The choice of these parameters is crucial for describing appropriately both the molecular conformations and the Boltzmann populations of the species composing the ensembles. Accordingly, we selected for this purpose three specific "coordinates" [namely, the rmsd of C α atoms from the crystal structure (c 1 ), the radius of gyration (c 2 ), and the fraction of native contacts (c 3 )]. By calculating the distribution of states in these three dimensions, it has been possible to generate free energy surfaces of AcPDro2 from the Boltzmann populations of the ensembles as projected onto these three coordinates (Fig. 2) . The free energy maps have been generated from 200,000 conformations in each sampling. A detailed error analysis has been performed in order to define the statistical significance of the energy barriers herein reported (see SI Materials and Methods).
Ligand-free soluble state of AcPDro2 (condition A). The free energy surface of AcPDro2 under conditions in which the protein is stable in its monomeric state, condition A, is dominated by a single conformational well that covers a relatively broad region of free energy space and shows a substantial degree of structural variability indicative of the dynamics of the enzyme in the ligandfree state (Fig. 2A) . The centroid of this energy well has a radius of gyration of 14.0 Å, an rmsd from the X-ray structure of 1.52 Å (calculated for all C α atoms except those in loop regions), a hydrophobic accessible surface area of 5;470 Å 2 , and a fraction of native contacts equal to 0.82 (all values reported in this section refer to the centroids of the wells/lobes). The free energy surface determined under condition A also contains a protruding lobe (lobe 1) consisting of conformations with a low C α rmsd (1.30 Å) from the X-ray structure and a large fraction (0.92) of native contacts (additional parameters are reported in Table 1 ).
Aggregation-prone state (condition B). The energy surface under condition B, a state in which AcPDro2 readily aggregates, was again calculated by simulations restrained with NMR protection factors and reflects an ensemble of structures that is significantly more heterogeneous than that obtained from the equivalent restraints determined in the absence of TFE. The calculations Fig. 2 . AcPDro2 solution state ensembles under conditions where it is highly stable in the monomeric state (A, condition A) or readily self-assembles into amyloid fibrils (B, condition B) or bound to phosphate ions (C, conditions C and D). The solution ensembles were generated by means of restrained molecular dynamics simulations employing the amide exchange NMR protection factors as restraints. The conformations are projected on to three reaction coordinates to define a three-dimensional free energy landscape. The coordinates employed are as follows: C α rmsd from the crystal structure (c1), radius of gyration (c2), and the fraction of native contacts (c3). The free energy surfaces are drawn by means of contour levels embedding isosurfaces of free energy at levels −7.5, −10, −18, and −24 kJ∕mol. The statistical errors for these isosurfaces are 2.17, 1.1, 0.21, and 0.06 kJ∕mol, respectively. Representative ensembles in the minima of conformational wells are drawn by C α traces. Color codes are yellow for β-strands, cyan for loops, red for α-helices. did not explicitly include TFE; however, the effects of TFE are provided by the experimental data employed as restraints. The resulting surface is again characterized by a single dominant conformational well that is similar to the main well of the energy surface determined for condition A, although the well is generally broader and lacking structures with a very high degree of nativelike content (i.e., as observed in the case of lobe 1 of condition A).
In addition to the main well, however, the free energy surface under condition B shows two lobes, one of which (lobe 1) includes conformations with increased C α -rmsd deviations from the crystal structure (1.62 vs. 1.57 Å) and a reduced fraction of native contacts (0.76 vs. 0.83) relative the main well (all values refer to the centroids of the wells).
The principal difference between the energy surfaces of AcPDro2 under the two conditions, however, is the existence of a second lobe under condition B that is not significantly accessible under condition A (Fig. 2) . The conformations in this region have distinctive features compared to those in the other accessible regions of the surface, including a lower fraction of native contacts (0.72), a larger radius of gyration (15.0 Å), and a larger C α rmsd from the crystal structure (2.75 Å). A particular distinctive trait is the more substantial exposure of regions of hydrophobic surface and main-chain atoms (512 Å 2 compared to 471 Å 2 of the main well of Ac0-TFE) as well as a lower content of secondary structure (defined by using the DSSP program; ref. 36 and Fig. S5 ).
Ligand-bound states (conditions C and D).
The protection factors measured in phosphate buffer in the absence or presence of 5% TFE (conditions C and D, Fig. 1C ) were employed for generating energy surfaces representative of the ligand-bound state of AcPDro2. Phosphate ions were not explicitly considered in the calculations but the effects of the phosphate binding are incorporated in the information carried in the experimental data. The resulting free energy surfaces indicate that in both cases the dynamics of the phosphate-bound state are significantly more limited than those of the corresponding ligand-free ensembles (Fig. 2) . The free energy landscapes under conditions C and D (Fig. 2C) show a single deep conformational well with similar features to lobe 1 of the energy surface determined under condition A, indicating that the accessible conformations in the phosphate-bound state are very close to the crystal structure of the enzyme (C α rmsd of 1.08 Å for the centroid of the basin). Moreover, in neither of the phosphate-bound structural ensembles, conformations similar to those found for lobe 2 of the energy surface of condition B are populated at any detectable level.
The rms fluctuation profiles indicate that the most significant reductions of the backbone dynamics associated with binding are located in the loop connecting strand S1 and helix H1, the region involved in binding the phosphate ions (Fig. S6) . Relaxation experiments reveal significantly higher order parameters (S 2 ) for the phosphate-bound state compared to the ligand-free state (Fig. 1D) , suggesting that the entire protein acquires a more rigid status upon binding and that such local effects in the binding site dynamics are eventually propagated throughout the protein. This result provides the detailed mechanism of the mode of actions of a small molecule that, upon binding, alters the energy landscape of the protein in a way to particularly disfavor dangerous aggregation-prone regions to be populated.
Energy Barriers for the Maintenance of Protein Solubility. The free energy profiles calculated along a single coordinate (rmsd from the crystal structure of the C α atoms) provides a direct estimation of the energy barriers that have been selected during evolution to maintain protein solubility (Fig. 3A) . Although the energy landscape determined under condition A shows a symmetric well around a C α -rmsd value of 1.5 Å, the profile determined under condition B shows an additional accessible region with C α -rmsd values ranging from 2.5 to 3.6 Å (Fig. 3A) . At an rmsd value of 2.5 Å, a free energy difference between conditions A and B The values refer to the centroids of the wells. *Calculated by considering all C α atoms except those located in loop regions of the protein. Fig. 3 . Characteristics of the N and N Ã states of AcPDro2. (A) Energy barriers for the aggregation-prone conformations of AcPDro2. Free energy profiles are computed as a function of the C α rmsd from the crystal structure (loop residues are not considered in the calculation). Red and blue lines represent the free energy profiles determined under conditions A and B, respectively. Statistical errors in the energies are reported. The free energies have been shifted in order to present the minimum at 0 kJ∕mol. N Ã conformations range from rmsd of 2.5 to 3.6 Å. In the three-dimensional energy landscapes (Fig. 2) , the N states populate the main wells and lobe 1 of the surfaces of both conditions A and B, whereas the N Ã species correspond to the conformations clustered in lobe 2 of the free energy surface determined under condition B. is 18.2 AE 2.4 kJ∕mol (see Fig. 3A , dashed line), thus providing an estimate for the energy barrier that prevents the native state (condition A) to explore regions having higher values of rmsd, which are populated exclusively in aggregation-prone conditions (condition B). As regions at rmsd values higher than 2.5 Å are accessible only under condition B, we designate this part of the conformational ensemble as an activated state "N Ã " for aggregation, whereas the conformations ranging between 1.0 and 2.5 Å of C α -rmsd will be referred as the native state "N" and include the conformations with high solubility (Fig. 3A) .
To assess the influence of the missing backbone N-H resonances in the spectra recorded under conditions A and B, we performed control calculations in which some missing protection factors were estimated by scaling the data obtained under condition C (see caption of Fig. S7 ). This analysis indicates that missing protection factors are not likely to affect the energy barrier separating the state N Ã from N when the protein is in the native state (condition A). Moreover, a control simulation performed by using randomly decreased protection factors maintains energy barriers that are similar to those showed in condition A (Fig. S8) . This finding indicates that the three-dimensional clustering of residues that become less protected in aggregation-prone conditions is a key factor for influencing the energy landscapes.
Comparison of the N and N Ã ensembles reveals that the former possesses specific structural features that are likely to reduce the aggregation propensity. First, N fully preserves the structural features of a β-bulge extending from residues 85 to 87 that has been identified both generally (2) and specifically for AcP (37) as a negative designed element for reducing the aggregation propensity of edge strands, here S4. Because this element is partially disrupted in N Ã (three times lower than in the N ensemble), strand S4 is expected to be more prone to engage in intermolecular β-sheet interactions with the edge strands of other molecules (2). Second, in N Ã the interface between strands S2 and S5 is disrupted, giving rise to an increase in solvent accessible surface of 40 Å 2 from N to N Ã . Hence, where N is able to maintain the integrity of the native edge strand S5, N Ã , by disrupting the native interface of strand S5, exposes strand S2 which becomes a new, nonnative edge strand. This altered topology of the β-sheet is particularly crucial in terms of the average aggregation propensity of the protein, as strand S2 does not possess the elements of negative design for avoiding protein aggregation that are normally carried by edge strands (2) . Third, although local surface charges from strand S5 and the N-terminal segment of helix H1 are exposed to the solvent in the N state (Fig. 3A) , in N Ã , the partial disruption of this helix and the displacement of strand S5 enhance the hydrophobicity of the local surface by increasing the exposure of residues W42, C43, M44, V52, and I100.
In order to quantify the changes in the solubility behavior of the two ensembles, we calculated the intrinsic aggregation propensity profile from the AcPDro2 sequence by using Zyggregator (17) and combined this information with the solvent accessible surface areas (SAS) of the main chains of the N and N Ã states (Fig. 3B ). This analysis highlights three regions of the AcPDro2 sequence with a high aggregation propensity (Zyggregator values larger than one; ref. 17); these are the fragment 11-17 (spanning strand S1), the fragment 39-43 (spanning strand S2), and the fragment 92-100 (spanning strand S5 and part of the preceding loop), and we designate these regions as Z1, Z2, and Z3, respectively. Although Z1 is completely buried in both N and N Ã (see Fig. S9 for absolute SAS values), both Z2 and Z3 are significantly more buried in N than in N Ã , as shown by the difference in SAS of the two states (Fig. 3B) . This finding indicates that N shields the aggregation-prone regions of its sequence more effectively within its three-dimensional fold than does N Ã and underlines how the energy landscapes of native states are designed to limit fluctuations leading to the exposure of such sequences by means of specific energy barriers.
Discussion
The internal motions associated with proteins are not only important for protein function (38) (39) (40) (41) but also because they act as crucial determinants of the ability of a protein to avoid aggregation (18, 42) . The present study has addressed this point in detail by showing the manner by which the native free energy landscape limits the accessibility of aggregation-prone regions of conformational space, thereby allowing the protein to maintain a soluble and functional state in solution. The analyses show how minor perturbations to the Boltzmann populations of specific conformational states in the native ensemble (here resulting from addition of 5% TFE or binding a phosphate ion) can change fundamentally the ability of the protein to remain soluble. In particular, under aggregation-prone conditions (condition B), the energy landscape lacks barriers for preventing an aggregationprone state to be populated. This state is featured by the exposure of hot spots for aggregation as (nonnative) edge strands (2) or sequences predicted to have high aggregation profiles (17) . We also determined at high resolution the effects of the binding of small molecules acting as inhibitors for protein aggregation, here the phosphate ion, on the local and global dynamics of the protein. We showed how such binding can significantly perturb the free energy surface and the conformational dynamics of the protein so as to make the population of aggregation-prone states energetically unfavorable, even under conditions where aggregation is otherwise favored.
The sensitivity of the energy surfaces of proteins to minor perturbations supports the view that there is a delicate balance between functionality, stability, and solubility, which is encapsulated by the concept of "life on the edge" (3, 42) . Access to regions of conformational space that can readily be modulated by external factors (for example, the binding of small molecules or partner proteins) is crucial for enabling proteins to carry out their functions and also to allow complex processes such as molecular signalling or degradation to occur under cellular conditions. Such conformational access must, however, be moderated to avoid the population of any states of the protein that enable aberrant and nonfunctional interactions to occur. The manifestation of this balance is exemplified by the present finding that modifications of the correct positioning of a small fragment (strand S5) can enable the protein to maintain a fully soluble state and suppress the population of strongly aggregation-prone species (e.g., N Ã ).
In conclusion, the present investigation describes and illustrates at high resolution, by a method to define energy surfaces, the nature of the energy barriers that evolution has designed to allow proteins to maintain a functional dynamics without having access to dangerous aggregation-prone conformational states. The principles emerging here add to our previous understanding of how proteins avoid aggregation (2, 17, 43) and emphasize previously unidentified strategies adopted by proteins. The approach described in this study should be generally applicable to other systems, and illustrates how exploration of such surfaces can identify specific factors that serve to maintain proteins in their soluble and functional states or to avoid protein aggregation and its consequences.
Materials and Methods
NMR Assignments. Standard triple resonance experiments (HNCA, CBCA(CO) NH, HNCACB, HNCO, HN(CA)CO spectra) as well as HNHA and 15 N-TOCSY-HSQC were recorded at 25°C on a Bruker Avance 700 MHz spectrometer equipped with a cryogenic triple resonance probe (Bruker BioSpin). The chemical shifts of individual spin systems ( 1 H α , 13 C α , 13 C β , 13 C 0 , 15 N, 1 HN) were determined by using a computer-aided procedure as described previously (27) . The triple resonance spectra needed for the full backbone assignment were recorded in phosphate buffer, condition C, because the protein is in a particularly well-defined conformational state as a result of the binding of phosphate ions and is highly resistant to aggregation to permit the use of concentrated samples. Assignment of the 1 H-15 N-HSQC spectrum under condition A was achieved by following the peaks in spectra measured at different concentrations of phosphate ions, which link the 1 H-15 N-HSQC spectra under condition A to that under condition C. Assignments of spectra in 5% (vol∕vol) TFE solutions were derived directly from the assignments of 1 H-15 N-HSQC spectra recorded in the absence of TFE.
Measurements of Protein Dynamics. The conformational dynamics of AcPDro2 were assessed by means of several NMR techniques covering the subnanoseconds to microseconds timescales and beyond. All the NMR experiments were conducted at 298 K and pH 4.0. Backbone dynamics were probed by means of H/D exchange and relaxation experiments. Relaxation Experiments. Longitudinal (T 1 ) and transverse (T 2 ) 15 N-spin relaxation times were measured at 1 H frequencies of 500 and 700 MHz ( 15 N frequencies of 50.6 and 70.8 MHz, respectively) at 298 K. Further details are provided in SI Materials and Methods.
Structural Ensemble Refinement by H/D Exchange Data. The protection factors determined from measurements of amide exchange rates were used to define ensembles of protein structures for the various conditions studied in this work by using the data as restraints in molecular dynamics samplings (29) . Further details are reported in SI Materials and Methods.
